New Labour and Conservative Constitutionalism?

The objective of this short work is to examine the evolution of the British Constitution,
focusing primarily on the years of constitutional change between 1997 and 2010, thereby
analysing the events and arguments underlying constitutional change. This short work aims;
firstly to explore the statutes, conventions, and other such principal elements that shape the
law of the British Constitution and to apply the arguments both in favour and against
Britainâ€™s uncodified Constitution in analysing reforms made to the Constitution, in relation
to political theory. Secondly, to identify the main constitutional changes which New Labour
introduced which separated the political party from previous British governments and finally,
but not limited, to interpret the effects areas such as the first past the post electoral system has
on the British Constitution. ***All Royalties recieved shall be donated to Diabetes UK. Thank
You.***
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